NOTES:
1. Alternative methods of securing drop-handles to cover will be acceptable.
2. This hinged cover is to be used only on embankment or steep slopes.

SECTION A-A

TRASH RACK FOR TYPE OCP INLET
ALTERNATIVE

TYPE OL AND OS INLETS
HINGED COVER FOR

ELEVATION
ALTERNATIVE
TRASH RACK FOR TYPE OCP INLET

Single or double opening

PLAN

3'-0" NOMINAL Dia

OCP INLET

2'-0" OPENING

PLAN

6" x ½" HOLES
DROP-HANDLES
½" Min Dia
STEEL, Galv

NOTES:
†" Dia HOLES PEEN END OF THREADS

WELD

E
N
P
I
N
G

3'-0" NOMINAL Dia

STEEL, Galv

Min SIZE TO BE …" x ½", Tot 2 IN EACH TOP CORNER OF COVER.

PROVIDE ONE BRASS FLATHEAD SCREW

3"± WALL

MATCH MARK 2-4" HEAVY DUTY BUTT HINGES, GALVANIZED
APPROXIMATE WEIGHT 170 LB

HINGED COVER FOR
TYPE OL AND OS INLETS

3'-6"± Dia
" CHECKERED
AND WASHERS (Galv)

THREAD ½" FOR DOUBLE NUTS
AND WASHERS (Galvs)

PEEN END OF THREADS

½" CHECKERED R COVER,
APPROXIMATE WEIGHT 170 LB

WELD MARK 2-4" HEAVY DUTY BUTT HINGES, GALVANIZED
(WITH BRASS PIN). FILLET WELDED TO COVER AND FRAME.